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special because p=q

=

vg
=up

Notethattheconverse ofp =>g, gxp, is not
logically equivalenttop=q.

p =xqFq =7p

Recall proofs by contradiction:
Claim 4.18 (partofit
Ifeven, thenhis even.

p
=xq-

P q
any did we prove by contradiction

I
let's

try a directproof.
letit be even. WTS n is even

n
2
=2 c for CGI det. ofeven

7.??n=Ec we don'thave facts about
n
=

c things like this.



① Forcontradiction, suppose: (p = <g)
② (p =-q) =p1 - q
③ directproof that -g

=x - p
④ established upa p⑤ noted thatpup Ila contradiction)
⑥ -(p = (q)

=

F,s0p =1q =T.

①
Proof
-

Forcontradiction,opposetheclaim
#false. Thatis, suppose thathe is even

②-
butodd. P

19
n
=2k+1 fork(2) 29
n2 =(2X +1)2

nodd => nodd
n2 =4(2 +4k +1 -9

=> + p

n2=2(2k
2
+2k) +1 3 so p(byc)

n
2
=2c+1 for (tZ and -p (by $)

n" is odd (p ↓④
->contradicsmatnievenso
our initiated

⑤
↓

a

Note: was a directproof that :g-yup.
Thatis, a directproof ofthecontrapositive.

So we can give a shorter proof by
proving thecontrapositive.



claimIfarisever, thensherest
if his odd, thenhis odd.

n =2+1 for K(2) def. ofodd

nz
=(2k +1)2

n2=4(2 +4k +1

n
=
=
1(2k+2k) +1

n =2c +1 for(t2c= 2k+2k;
prod, sum ofcuts is int

n"is odd
⑰

N you can only use contrapositive proofs
on it- thenclaims (p =7g)

sometimes a directproof is easier/simpler.
sometimes not

proposition Suppose XtI. If 7x +9 is even,-

theu xis odd.

poof(direct) Suppose 7x+9 is even. Wis
x is odd.

7x +9
=2c for (tz def. ofeven

x =2c - bx - 9 algebra



x
=even-even-odd

prod. ofevens
w) any itis even

X:even-odd eveneven is even

X is odd diff of even and odd
is odd

1

#of(by contrapositive)
we prove the contrapositive. Thatis,
if X is even then7x+9 is odd.

suppose Xis even. WTS 7x+9 is odd.

7x is even prod of any intand
even is even

7x +9 is odd sum ofeven and odd
is odd

(4.17) D
1]

claim
~spposeIFOeinralronalat

(qvr)
p

contrapositive is a (qurlzp
=fqnurlzsp

⑩of we provethecontrapositive. Thatis,
ifXand rational, thenxy rational.

you did this or HW I ↓



claim (4.16) If(x1 +(y) F (x +y) thenxyc0.
-(x(+1y /(x+33r
Ifwe prove thecontrapositive. Thatis,
ifxy30 then 1x1 +(y) =(x + y1.
suppose Xy>,0. wTS (x1 +(y)

=1 x+y).
we prove using cases.
case1:x,y >0.

(x| +(y)
=x +

y by def of11,x=0,
y 70

x +y
=(x +y/ b(X,yx0 =7x+y>,0,

det of 1
case2:x,y=0.

(x| +(y) =- x+-y det. of 11, x, y =0

- x - y
= - (x+y) algebra

- (x +y)
=(x +y) b(x,y

=0 =7x+y10,
det of

1



caim All prime numbers are odd.
=>If p is prime, thenp is odd.

Disproofbycounterexample:2 isarese

claim. letp>3.If p is prime, then p
is odd.

Ifweprove thecontrapositive.Thatsare
is even,thenis not prime.
letp>3 and p even.

phas 2 asa divisor given

p is notprime P72, sophas a
divisor notequal to
itself or 1.

D


